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4 fun prediction strategies to engage
children

Use questions and predictions to make read aloud
time interactive and boost comprehension. These four
strategies can also inspire children to be creative and
imaginative.

See the 4 strategies

Flannel Fun

Play prediction games with
variations on "Little Mouse."

Join us!

As part of Everybody Reads,
listen to Karen Kitchen for

Native Story Hour. Everyone
is welcome to sing, learn

and celebrate.

Invite the families

Schedule a library field trip
through ECAR.

https://t.e2ma.net/click/domjvb/hn4vlx/h7zt8i
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https://t.e2ma.net/click/domjvb/hn4vlx/to9t8i
https://t.e2ma.net/click/domjvb/hn4vlx/9gau8i


Share with your families

Children are curious and inquisitive and that is our
opportunity to help them develop critical thinking
skills. These are the skills they need to solve
problems, and to analyze and evaluate information.
Children develop critical thinking skills when we ask
them open-ended questions, when we encourage
them to make decisions, and even when we play with
them to classify and find patterns.

Learn more

In Spanish

Who has a tiny nose? Who has a long
nose?

Contact Us!

Lucy J. Iraola, MLIS
Every Child A Reader
Bilingual Program
Coordinator
503-988-4482
lucyi@multcolib.org

Mary Conde-Rivera 
Every Child A Reader
Bilingual Program
Coordinator
503-988-5206
maryc@multcolib.org
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Share this email:

In this fun new book toddlers and preschoolers use
simple pictures and descriptions of animal noses to
guess which animal belongs to each one. Then they'll
enjoy flipping to the endpapers to confirm their
predictions. You can also use the pictures to ask
open-ended questions like "Where do you think that
animal might live? What do you think it eats?" Making
predictions is an important skill that children use both
to learn science and learn to read.

Borrow the book
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